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How can today’s marketers
unravel the code to a consumer’s DNA?
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media options.and for changing the business as
we know it.

Andrew Swinand, President and Chief Client
Officer of Starcom Worldwide, told me just last
week that “Digital asset management in
advertising is an idea that is about to explode.”

While many of us think about advertising as
doing great creative, others are recognizing that
technology can make it a more efficient global
business today.
4. Corporate & Consumer Value. Not only is the
consumer key to the entire marketing
communications equation, but Corporate Social
Responsibility is not a fad.

Today’s consumers are demonstrating that they
are willing to buy a brand that provides larger
benefits. The increased public pressure and
consumer demand for ethical consumption is
dramatic-whether it ranges from buying fair trade
products to protesting sweat shop labor to
resisting bad additives to doing something
positive for the environment. Consumers want to
buy brands that give value in many ways.
5. Return on Marketing Investment. Quantifying
and measuring the value of marketing programs
and investments, is still considered today’s
biggest challenge for most Chief Marketing
Officers.

The CMO Council, comprised of Chief
Marketing Officers from the world’s multinational
companies, just published their list of top
marketing challenges. Quantifying and
measuring the value of marketing programs and
investments topped the list. Other key concerns
included the need to grow customer knowledge,
insights and conversations, and also figuring out
how to establish a global organizational structure
that best delivers results, accountability and
measurability.

Deborah Malone, publisher
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Inthis edition of inter national ist, our European
Editor, Juliana Koranteng, aptly writes, “Marketers
Beware! The consumer is now in charge.” This shift
has been long in coming, and with it appears
numerous challenges and well as some hard-won
opportunities. At a recent IAA European Summit in
Romania entitled “Continuous Change,” numerous
marketers debated just what how our 21st century
world is reshaping our industry. A number of
trends emerged, and I think you’ll find that they are
well worth noting:
1. Innovation. Advertisers realize they must take
risks to stand out and think differently about
how they present their image.

According to a survey released this year by
Weber Shandwick, called The Changing Face of

Marketing and Communications in Today’s

Creative Economy, the notion of innovation has
moved from “corporate buzzword to business
imperative.”
2. Creative Collaboration. Media owners, ad
agencies and media specialists are every day
forming a creative collaboration because content
is now king. Traditional lines are blurring;
integrated, multi-platform campaigns and brand
experiences are the new standard.
3. Technology. Technology is a driver for so
much today…for driving results, for making the
world is more accessible, for creating more

TODAY’S TOP TRENDS IN A
RESPONSIBLE MARKETING WORLD
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Liberté through
Publicité
The successful Paris Vélib' short-term bike rental
program-named for vélo (bicycle) and liberté
(freedom)— is an inspiration for other big cities from
Chicago toMoscow. The 10,000+ rental bikes,
installed at 750 docking stations, have been used by 4
million citoyens. The bicycles have also created an
innovative positioning statement for outdoor media
leader, JCDecaux. By partly financing the self-service
bike program through advertising to keep the rental
costs low, they have demonstrated how
alternative public transport appeals to the consumer’s
new interest in all green issues.
INFO: www.velib.paris.fr

FLOWER
POWER —
Garden in
Transit
Most people throughout the
world associate New York City
taxis with a distinctive "slicker
yellow." And although London's black
cabs have long been covered with colorful admessages,
New York's taxis have stuck with their easy-to-hail color— until now.

For 16 weeks, from September through December, the City's yellow
cabs will be painted with flowers as part of the not-for-profit program,
Portraits of Hope, which uses art as a therapeutic program for children
and adults.

Called "Garden in Transit," the project was created to raise awareness
for children coping with medical, physical, emotional and socioeconomic
challenges. The artwork, consisting of hand-painted panels with garden
motifs, was created by children from hospitals, schools, recreation centers,
and shelters throughout New York's five boroughs. Vibrant flowers were
chosen to symbolize life, beauty, joy, inspiration and healing.

This project will highlight goodwill, hope and triumph on a city,
national and international level. Yellow cabs are part of the New York expe-
rience and are associated with the city in film and television. It is also nice
to see them as a canvas for good.
INFO: http://www.gardenintransit.org/git.php

Macho Sticker
Price
Although luxury product sales are experiencing the biggest boom in history,
there is also another buying surge occurring at the opposite end of the spec-
trum. Low-priced versions of high-ticket items like cars and computers are hot
commodities in many of the world’s fast-growthmarkets. Apparently price is
no challenge tomasculinity for cheap cars, as evidenced by Indian automaker,
Maruti Suzuki’s marketing for its $5000model. Other manufacturers from
Tata to Toyota are planning even less expensive versions with sticker prices
around $2500.
INFO: http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/10/12/
business/12cars.php

4 inter national ist magazine
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Coffee with George Clooney
Anyone traveling by air within Europe this autumn could not miss large
poster images of actor George Clooney placidly sipping coffee from a
delicate cup while frenzied travelers search for flights and loved ones. The
poster causedmost observers to miss a step— in an effort to at least find
out why Clooney was having a coffee.

The answer is easy. Nestlé believes its elegant, upscaleNespresso
product can be a super-premiumbrand in a world where luxury is increas-
ingly desirable. Their Nespresso system consists of an espressomachine

that works with pre-measured, premiumground coffee capsules for easy preparationwith consistent high quality.
The company seesGeorge Clooney as an ideal Ambassador to build the brand's image and awareness. In fact, the Press campaign received the

highest ever recognition score in France. (Perhaps it’s time for other American celebrities adored by the French, like Jerry Lewis andMickey Rourke,
to finally take a step back.)

Top Dog
Few awards have truly memorable names; most are acronyms for the hosting
organization. However, we think Top Dog says it! Launched by the UK's
Periodicals Training Council (PTC) with the Periodical Publishers' Association
(PPA), the Top Dog Awards are the first dedicatedmedia sales awards to rec-
ognize the best in magazine and professional media sales.

The awards recognize and celebrate the contribution that excellent
sales professionals make to the achievement of business success. There are
categories for everyone - including individual and team, entry level and sen-
ior practitioner awards— because every dog must have his day!
TO DOWNLOADAN ENTRY FORM, GO :
www.topdogawards.co.uk

Compensation
Survey Results
Trends in Agency Compensation, is now available. This
leading publication filled with valuable data is exclusive
to the ANA and is only fielded every three years.
Agencies, marketers, consultants, and other industry
leaders should purchase this industry bible to gain
insights from the world’s most valuable marketers.

The study surveys a hundred industry experts to
get themost accurate findings on topics such as
agency profitability and performance incentive details.
The questionnaire for this edition was updated by the

ANA Advertising Financial Management committee to provide relevant data on
topics such as agency profitability and performance incentive details, along with its
broad historical perspective of industry trends over the past 40 years.

In this book you will learn about incentive compensation, media
buying and planning services along with a current snapshot of overall
compensation practices.

For more analysis on this exciting and timely topic, order your copy today!
TO ORDER, GOTO : http://www.lulu.com/content/1349337
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marketing the dearly departed:
Forbes Ranks 2007Top-Earning Dead Celebrities
Forbes magazine is well known for its many lists that rank the wealthy of the

world. One of their more interesting rankings showcases top-earning dead

celebrities, and it many cases, the advertising and marketing industry is

responsible for keeping revenues flowing through to the graves of these

famous souls.

This year, Forbes outlined how the top 13 now-deceased individuals

earned a combined $232 million in the past 12 months. Some of the biggest

earners include such icons of the 20th century as elvis presley and marilyn

monroe, as well as musical legends like former Beatles, John Lennon and

George Harrison. According to Forbes, they are “marketers’ ideal pitchmen.”

In fact, Elvis tops the chart as we mark the 30th anniversary of his death.

The King’s estate generated $49 million in the past year.

New entries to the dead celebrities list include 50’s movie star, Steve

McQueen, who has been making more posthumous appearances in

commercials, and the “godfather of soul” James Brown. Rapper Tupac Shakur

“remains a hot commercial property,” according to Forbes, although it is now

more than a decade since his unsolved murder in a drive-by shooting.

Others are perhaps more surprising, but make the ranks of the top-earning

dead for large merchandising empires. Albert Einstein’s name is now associated

with the very successful Baby Einstein DVDs. Theodor Geisel’s “Dr. Seuss”

books have long with popular with children the world over. Charles Schulz, the

creator of the “Peanuts” comics featuring “Charlie Brown” are still syndicated

daily in thousands of newspapers worldwide.

F R O N T

Source: http://www.forbes.com/2007/10/26/top-dead-celebrity-biz-media-deadcelebs07-cz_lg_1029celeb.html

Elvis Presley

Earnings: $49 million
Occupation: Musician
Died: Aug. 16, 1977
Age: 42
Cause: Heart attack

Thirty years after his death, the King once again
reigns supreme. Plans to overhaul the once-lethargic
estate are paying off big-time. (Presley’s daughter Lisa
Marie retains a 15% interest.) Attendance and
spending at Graceland are up thanks to a new ad
campaign, renovations at the sprawling complex and
a new premium VIP tour program. The Presley estate
has also inked new licensing deals with Cirque du
Soleil, American Greetings and Hershey.
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Lennon’s posthumous income was buoyed considerably over the
past year thanks to resolutions of long-standing lawsuits. In
February, the remaining Beatles and their heirs settled a trademark
dispute with Apple Inc., reportedly for as much as $100 million.
Two months later, the band finally resolved a 30-year battle with
record label EMI over alleged unpaid royalties. Both pacts clear
the way for the Beatles to begin selling their iconic catalogue of
hits online.

John Lennon

Earnings: $44 million
Occupation: Musician
Died: Dec. 8, 1980
Age: 40
Cause: Murder

Charles M. Schulz

Earnings: $35 million
Occupation: Cartoonist
Died: Feb. 12, 2000
Age: 77
Cause: Colon Cancer

Snoopy and his posse, featured on some 18,000 cartoon strips
during Schulz’s 50-year career, are the lynchpin of a massive
merchandising empire that encompasses television and newspaper
syndication, as well as hundreds of performances of You’re a Good
Man, Charlie Brown each year. United Media, on behalf of Schulz’s
widow, oversees a portfolio of sterling deals, including a
20-year-long campaign with Metlife. One out of every five Hallmark
cards sold features a Peanuts character.

The “Quiet Beatle” enjoyed a substantial bump in his
post-mortem income thanks to one-off settlements from Beatles
lawsuits with Apple and EMI. Harrison’s estate also gets royalties
from the modest sales of his solo work, plus deals like Cirque De
Soleil’s Beatles-themed Las Vegas show. Harrison’s heirs can look
forward to more consistent and sizable royalties once the iconic
Beatles catalog finally hits Apple’s iTunes, likely sometime
next year.

George Harrison

Earnings: $22 million
Occupation: Musician
Died: Nov. 29, 2001
Age: 58
Cause: Throat Cancer

Albert Einstein

Earnings: $18 million
Occupation: Scientist
Died: April 18, 1955
Age: 76
Cause: Natural Causes

The world’s most famous celebrity scholar has become a leading trademark
in child education thanks to the Disney-owned Baby Einstein brand of
videos and toys. In recent years, the brand has targeted toddlers with the
hit animated series Little Einsteins. All royalties from Einstein’s name and
image go to Jerusalem’s Hebrew University, which was bequeathed the
estate. Word is that Lionsgate is developing a film based on the personal
life of the Nobel prize-winning genius.

AndyWarhol

Earnings: $15 million
Occupation: Artist
Died: Feb. 22, 1987
Age: 58
Cause: Complications
after a gallbladder
operation

Twenty years after his death, the art world is in the throes of
Warhol mania — in May, a 1963 Warhol painting of a car crash
collected $71 million at auction, four times the previous record
for his work. Warhol iconography peddles, among other things,
Seiko watches, Levi’s jeans and Burton snowboards. Warhol
was declared “the patron saint of retail” by an executive at
Barneys, which last year built its entire holiday shopping
campaign around the pop artist.

Dr. Seuss
(Theodor Geisel)

Earnings: $13 million
Occupation: Author
Died: Sept. 24, 1991
Age: 87
Cause: Natural Causes

Some 250 million Seuss books have been sold to date, and in
over 20 languages. The Seuss estate is fiercely guarded by
Geisel’s widow Audrey. How the Grinch Stole Christmas returns
to Broadway in November. And in March, Jim Carrey and Steve
Carell will provide voices for an animated big-screen adaptation
of Horton Hears a Who!

Tupac Shakur

Earnings: $9 million
Occupation: Musician
Died: Sept. 13, 1996
Age: 25
Cause: Drive-by shooting

A stake in the West Coast hip-hop kingpin’s gritty catalog was
sold in May to EverGreen Copyrights by Shakur’s mother Afeni.
Already in development are a Tupac biopic, a Broadway musical
and a Tupac-themed videogame. (A pitch for Tupac action
figures was roundly rejected.) The bestselling rapper in history
— with 75 million albums sold to date — is still profiting from
his Makaveli line of sneakers, do-rags and sweatshirts.

FOR MORE INFORMATION GOTO: forbes.com
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Top 10 Blogs
Site Sep-06 UA (000) Sep-07 UA (000) % Change

Blogger 19,751 29,596 50%
Six Apart TypePad 7,525 10,992 46%
WordPress.com 2,673 10,424 290%
tmz.com 6,000 10,293 72%
LiveJournal 3,685 4,160 13%
Xanga.com 5,528 3,008 -46%
Perezhilton.com 1,234 2,203 79%
Engadget 1,503 2,021 34%
Gizmodo 763* 1,891 48%
Thatsfit N/A 1,726 N/A

Source: Nielsen Online, October 2007. All information is for September 2007, U.S. Home and Work

Communications professionals foresee
growth in adoption and spending on conver-
sational marketing over the next five years. Of
the 260 respondents:
• 70% are currently spending 2.5% or less of

their communications budgets on
conversational marketing

• Two-thirds plan to increase their
investment in conversation within the next
twelve months

• 57% project that in five years they will
spending more on conversational
marketing than traditional marketing

• 23.8% believe that spending on
conversational marketing will be the same
as traditional marketing in five years

• 81% of all respondents project that by 2012
they will spend at least as much on
conversational marketing as traditional
marketing

Seducing the Boy’s Club:
The Art of S&M
According to Nina DiSesa, women in the advertising world need more than talent, intelligence and hard work to succeed.
They need the Art of S&M, or what she describes as seduction (not sex) and manipulations (with a gentle, benevolent hand)
to maneuver at the top of the still mostly male advertising world.

Her new book to debut in early 2008 is titled, Seducing the Boy's Club: Uncensored Tactics from a Woman at the Top. It
offers a series of stories from Ms. DiSesa’s long career in advertising. She shares many of her illuminating failures as she
tells how she finally learned the rules for success. Some include:
• If you want to make name for yourself, find and mess and fix it. (A secure and comfortable job only holds you back.)
• Quiet achievers will never get ahead in the company of men. (Learn to brag.)
• Bravery is a self-fulfilling prophecy. (Act brave and you will be brave.)

Nina DiSesa knows a lot about working in the “boy’s club,” and a lot about being at the top. Her career in advertising
has spanned nearly 30 years, and in 1994, she became the first woman EVP/Executive Creative Director for McCann
Erickson, New York. After a 5-year growth period under her leadership where the agency added nearly $2.5 billion in billings,
she was named Chairman and Chief Creative Officer of McCann New York-another first for a woman, as well as being the
first creative director to be named chairman in the McCann global network.

Nina DiSesa believes that “a world without women at the top is a dangerous world indeed.” She hopes her book
inspires women to stay in the advertising game.

Growing
Conversational
Marketing

Top 10 Social Networking Sites
Site Sep-06 UA (000) Sep-07 UA (000) % Change

Myspace.com 47,189 58,581 24%
Facebook 7,765 18,090 133%
Classmates Online 13,291 13,313 0%
Windows Live Spaces 7,782 10,275 32%
AOL Hometown 9,997 7,685 -23%
Reunion.com 4,712 4,845 3%
LinkedIn 1,762 4,075 131%
AOL People
Connection 6,096 4,017 -34%
Club Penguin 1,333 3,769 183%
Buzznet.com 1,061 3,737 252%

Source: Nielsen Online, October 2007. All information is for September 2007, U.S. Home and Work
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This new GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the adventures
we all experience by living a life of constant worldwide travel.
If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a revolution or committed an
unforgettable cultural faux pas, everyone in our community
will be curious to hear about it. Please do tell us, and don’t
forget the photos!

TO SUBMITTO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

f r o m t h e b l a c k b e r r y o f d e b o r a h m a l o n e
GLOBETROTTERS

10 inter national ist magazine

POLITICS AND POWERPOINT

�It’s not often that a politician, let alone the leader
of a country, readily offers technical advice; however,

Romania’s President, Traian Basescu, has certainly

proven himself to be at one with the people. In late

September, Bucharest hosted the International

Advertising Association/IAA European Summit, and

Mr. Basescu, President of Romania and newmem-

ber of the European Union, opened the event with

some well-founded comments about the role of

advertising and marketing. Following his address,

Unilever’s , Head of Global Media, presented his

views on communications planning, complete with a

number of exemplary commercials.

Unfortunately, Charlie faced a speaker’s

biggest PowerPoint nightmare: none of the videos

in his presentation would work. Just as he was

about to resort to entertaining the audience with

his skills at shadow puppets, Mr. Basescu walked

up to the stage, looked carefully at Charlie’s laptop

and started to banter with Charlie and the audience

in English. The technical team did help in the end,

and Charlie transitioned back to being the sole

presenter at the podium.

Perhaps Mr. Basescu heard in Charlie Stopford’s

introduction that he was responsible for placing €1

billion of Unilever’s €3 billion media spend. No good

politician would want to see the Romanian market

miss out on its fair share! CONTACT:

Charles.stopford@unilever.com

NO SEX PLEASE, WE’RE

SINGAPOREAN

� Singapore Airlines is not only the first airline

to fly the new super-jumbo double-decker

Airbus A380, but it may also be the first airline

to officially ban sex. The A380 is certainly an

extraordinary aircraft in terms of size and

power; however, much interest has been focused

on the plane’s private cabins with full-sized

double beds.

Singapore Airlines spokesman Stephen

Forshaw told The Daily Telegraph, “There are

things that are acceptable on an aircraft and

things that aren’t, and the rules for behaviour in

our double beds are the same ones that apply

throughout the aircraft.”

Apparently the private, double suites are

neither sound-proof nor completely sealed.

Mr. Forshaw added, “If couples used our double

beds to engage in inappropriate activity, we

would politely ask them to desist.”

However, if popular wisdom is true, today’s

24/7, overworked executive now feels that sleep

is the new sex. Maybe the airline had nothing to

be worried about after all. FOR MORE INFORMA-

TION: http://www.a380singaporeair.com

FLUFF UPTHE PILLOW

� On the continued subject of bedrooms and

travel, one New York hotel is trying to guarantee

a good night to the jet-lagged and sleep-

deprived. The Benjamin, located in Midtown
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Manhattan, employs a Sleep Concierge charged

with offering solutions to fight insomnia which

range from special pillows to sound-proofing to

sleep masks to aromatherapy to massages to

foods that create drowsiness. Some of the

tools and techniques have been used by NASA

to help astronauts cope in outer space. The

Benjamin also offers a “Dream Dog” program,

but it has nothing to do with sleep. It’s for

pampering man’s best friend.

FORMORE INFORMATION: TheBenjamin.com

NEW POSITIONS

� The Yomiuri Shimbun ismaking a number of

changes in their sales operation. They have appointed

Huson InternationalMedia as theirmedia representa-

tives in theUnited States. Kaz Kuniya, the newspa-

per’s International Director for the Americas, says that

he is delighted to be collaboratingwith theirHuson

team, headed inNewYork byClaudia Guzowski.

CONTACT: kuniya@yomiuri-ad.com and

Claudia@husonusa.com

� The Yomiuri is also making news in Europe as

they are moving their sales office from London to

Paris. Why the change? Yomiuri’s new Style maga-

zine is now a hot item, and the company wants to

be closer to the heart of France’s fashion business.

Yosh Ikegami, now a 5-year resident of London, is

quickly learning how to parlez-vous. (Apparently,

he has done quite well by initially learning some

key French words like Chanel, Dior, Hermès,

Vuitton, and Gaultier!) CONTACT:

Ikeg0128@yomiuri.com

� Grace Palacios has long been associated with

the Miami and Latin American markets since she

collaborated with Charles Charney to create

Charney/Palacios more than 25 years ago. In

1991, Grace sold part interest of her company to

Publicitas and served as CEO for Latin America.

However, she is now about to turn her sights

northward.

Grace Palacios was recently named CEO

Americas of Publicitas Promotion Network, a new

role for the organization. She will coordinate with

PPN’s media partners throughout the world as

their chief U.S. representative, as well as oversee ad

sales from the United States into all other markets.

In addition, she will be responsible for all Publicitas

companies in the U.S., Canada, as well as in her

beloved Latin America.

If anyone can take on so complex and

demanding a role, it is Grace. Many of us in the

industry have often wondered how she has man-

aged to achieve so much while also raising two

wonderful sons, maintaining a long and healthy

marriage, and always arriving at a meeting per-

fectly coiffed! I recall her telling me that in all her

years in business she never laid off a single person

in order to cut expenses during lean times. She

always put her people first, and always found the

necessary savings elsewhere. Few people live up to

their names. Grace does.

CONTACT: gpalacios@publicitas.com

� Amelie Ferro is ready to fill Grace Palacio’s

shoes in Latin America, after running Publicitas

Leading Hispanic Media. Most would be daunted,

but both the Publicitas team and their media

partners are welcoming the move. There must be

something in the water at their new Blue

Lagoon offices that creates so many admired

and respected businesswomen.

CONTACT: aferro@publicitas.com

�NadineHowarthwas promoted in October to

Account Director of National Geographic’s

International Editions—just 18months after joining

the organization. According to SteveMiddleton,

International Sales Director, “Nadine is a true

professional, totally dedicated to her job, and a lot of

fun to work with.”

“It's going to be a busy 2008 for themaga-

zine and Nadine,” saysMiddleton. “Not only has

National Geographic recently opened a newAsia

office in Singapore and has just hosted the arrival of

the King Tutankhamun exhibition in London, but

Nadine also has a wedding to plan, If anyone can

manage it all, she can!”

CONTACT: Nadine.howarth@ngm-intl.com

11www.internationalistmagazine.com

N E W S M A K E R S A R O U N D T H E W O R L D

PREPARING TO MEET NEW CHALLENGES

� Toshi Motobayashi and Rumi Akashi talk about the Yomiuri's international developments; � Grace Palacios readies herself for new challenges
north of Latin America; � Amelie Ferro looks beyond U.S. Hispanic media to the Southern Hemisphere; � Nadine Howarth takes on a new role at
National Geographic.

�

�

�

�
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LondonLETTER FROM

Allyson Stewart-Allen is recognized as the world's
leading authority on trans-Atlantic business, 
international marketing and working across 
business cultures. As founder of International
Marketing Partners, Allyson Stewart-Allen advises a
number of national government agencies and
Fortune 100 companies. She is an American based
in London and Los Angeles, a member of the
Advisory Board of the New York-based organization
Business for Diplomatic Action (BDA), and a
recently selected judge for the UK’s 2005
International Business Awards. Co-author of the
first book on U.S. business (Working with
Americans, Prentice Hall), Allyson Stewart-Allen is
a regular contributor to the international business
media, including CNN, BBC, USA Today,
Newsweek, Business Week, Les Echos,
Bloomberg, Financial Times, Sky News, Wall
Street Journal, Marketing magazine as well as the
major daily newspapers.

• West Coast food stores — Whole Foods,
Trader Joe’s, Ralphs, Vons, Albertson’s,
Gelsons and others — won’t take Tesco’s
arrival lying down. Unless Tesco makes its
value proposition immediately clear to
consumers, the company will be yet another
U.K. brand looking for a US home, like so
many before them.

• In order to raise its U.S. brand awareness
where Tesco is currently a total unknown,
and to continue demonstrating ethical retail
practices on the West Coast, Tesco should
donate a significant amount of its stocked
items, including water and other essentials,
to the fire victims in Southern California to
show its concern for the communities in
which it operates.

• Tesco will need to acknowledge American
shoppers’ expectation of “enthusiastic”
customer service and marketing claims which
are much bolder and louder than the rest of
the world. The decibel levels of these claims —
which help U.S. brands cut through in
America — is not Tesco’s typical practice in its
current U.K. and overseas markets. Boldness
and confidence, not understatement, is what
Tesco will need to succeed there.

• Ready meals is a significant and profitable
area where Tesco — and the U.K. in
general — is well ahead of the U.S.
Bringing this best of British to American
shoppers is one way to ensure Tesco carves
out a clear niche in the competitive U.S.
grocery industry. Shoppers will also expect
the type of service for which the best
American retailers are admired:
knowledgeable, responsive and answering
the questions we didn’t even think of
asking. Tesco needs to ensure it gets the
American customer service aspects
absolutely right.

• Tesco’s latest announcement of a tie-up in
the U.K. with Walt Disney for a co-branded
children’s food range is a smart strategy to
create consumer “pull” in the U.S. should it
market the healthy Disney range to U.S.
shoppers.

• California is car-country, so Tesco will need
to recognize that even its carpark spaces are
wider and longer than at its U.K. stores,
with wider shop aisles than in Britain.
Bigger is better in America, and Tesco will
need to demonstrate it understands that key
cultural attribute. •

Tesco, the U.K.’s largest
retailer, enters 

the U.S. market this
month in California

with 10,000 square-foot
supermarkets.

Here are some recommendations on
how the company can ensure success
from Allyson Stewart-Allen, author of

best-selling business book Working with
Americans, recognized marketing and
retail expert for European companies

growing in the U.S.

12 inter national ist magazine

“I suggest Tesco focuses on some of these American fundamentals 
to win over new U.S. customers,” says Stewart-Allen.

FOR MORE  INFO:  www.intermarketingonline.com and www.workingwithamericans.com  
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C
Charles Darwin wrote, “It is not the
strongest of the species that survives, nor
the most intelligent, but the one most
responsive to change.” In business terms
this means that — especially in a
“transitional” era such as our own— the
financially-largest organization or
marketing budget don’t necessarily win,
nor necessarily will the cleverest marketing
campaign if embodying the old way of
doing things. Every era is in constant flux,
but the early 21st century is clearly one of
those “transitional” moments in history
where more is in flux than not, where we
know there is no going back to the old
ways, where we sense confidently that a
generation from nowmany things will be
incredibly different than a generation ago.
So, since we cannot predict the future, how
can the global marketer best prepare for
the massive changes underway or yet to
come? And, can we see the rough outlines
of the future, even if not very clearly?

Let’s start with the rough outline of
the changes taking shape. Here’s what
what we know or what seems to be
happening:
• The consumer has access to more
information than ever before.

• The consumer is overwhelmed by so
much information.

• The consumer has so much more

choice than ever before.
• The consumer wants to feel good about
who is marketing to them.

• The consumer has raised the bar of
their expectations about what
marketing means.

• The consumer wants to participate in
their brand experience at times by
co-creating the product or at least the
experience.

• The consumer increasingly divides
products up into (a) those-they-need and
(b) those-that-make-them-feel-good.

• The consumer is using technology to
create a targeted media world
increasingly under their own control.

• The consumer is gaining ever-
increasing power in the context of the
increasingly “frictionless” and “death of
distance” economy.

Although we cannot, of course, predict the
future we can think rationally about what
are the likely implications of these changes.

The consumer’s increased access to
information and increased choice is all part
and parcel of the globalized
communications explosion. Overall most
would argue that the immensely
powerfully transformative globalization
process is a "net" positive one, yet due to
the scale of the transition in play., it is not
surprising that it is not entirely painless
and/or confusing. The consumer wants to
knowmore, but in such an environment,
everyone wants to provide information—
and the brain equivalent of an e-mailbox
filled with likely (knowledge) spam in the
result. So, the first likely logical lesson is
that in such a future environment, the
consumer will increasingly want trusted

filters and shortcuts in order to aid in their
decisionmaking and to identify value and
significance out of the
information/opportunity fog. Those filters
will either come in the form of new
technologies (software that knows our
“taste”), new services (likely web-based), or
the product of expert human editors (either
peer-ratings growing out of the boom in
online social networks or straight-up
“traditional” reviews of everything under
the sun). The shortcuts will either be, as
per usual, trusted brands themselves —
where loyalty or peer-referral-based-only-
loyalty are going to be the main driver.

The consumer’s increasing cynicism
and sophistication about marketing (and
associated raised expectations) are also a
clear and growing part of the modern
world in which the global marketer must
operate. Sometimes the consumer just
wants to get something they “need” and in
that context, they want to simply
“consume” something of adequate (better
yet, excellent) quality, at the best price
possible. But their cynicism/marketing-
savvy, leads them to want to be treated
these days much more like partners in a
value transaction than as “consumers” or
marketing targets (however,
“personalized”). Other times, and
increasingly so, the consumer wants a
product or service from a company that is
perceived as ethical or otherwise socially- or
environmentally-responsible. The
combination of these two trends logically
leads to a world in which one can expect
that consumers want to knowmuch about
what a company is doing (in a not “b.s.”
way, however clever or entertaining) and

A H E A D O F T H E C U R V E

14 inter national ist magazineinter national ist magazine

the future ain’t what it used to be
Although marketers cannot predict the future, they can follow the logical implications of
today’s trends

B Y J A M E S P . C L A R K
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also that there will be a premium on a
brand "experience", especially if that
experience is unexpected, fresh,
exciting/helpful, or somehow new.

We are witnessing a time when
consumers are increasingly taking
advantage of information and
communications technology to take
much more control over their exposure
to and manipulation/co-creation of their
media interactions. At the same time,
we are also witnessing those same
technologies (applied differently) giving
the consumer ever-increasing power in
the purchasing process. Whereas for
most of human history (from the village
square to the market town to the city),
the possibilities inherent in the
communications and transportation
technologies of the day were limited by
the associated cost of distance. In
addition, sellers/marketers were able to
take advantage of the lack of
information on the part of the
consumer about alternative products
and about quality differentials, to not
only have more flexibility on pricing,
but also more opportunity to provide
creative marketing and advertising to fill

the gap in the "information" available to
the consumer. Now, largely through
technology, as the consumer knows
more and in particular has the potential
at least to know more of the truth, and,
again largely through technology, has
the capacity to help co-create marketing
information and media, there is no
question that the role of the marketer
has got to change.

The global marketer and market leading
company of the future will need to take
these lessons to heart to not only succeed
but perhaps just even survive over the mid-
and long-term. A company afraid of the
growing power of the consumer and that
seeks to counter that power is fighting the
currents of history and will ultimately lose.
A company that only does non-
experiential/traditional marketing will
increasingly get lost. A company that isn't
focused in a substantive way on ensuring
that it is perceived as (and is in reality) a
socially-responsible company will be
fighting a losing battle in the consumer
marketplace. A company that isn't seeking
creative ways to participate in the co-
creation/social-network world is going to
be left in the dust. A company that isn’t

seeking to create/buy/buy-into the
ratings/review trend is going to lose out
over time. These changes are all
happening fast. Listen to Darwin— or
rather, I should say, listen to the lessons of
billions of years of evolutionary change as
perceived so well by Darwin— it is not the
strongest or most clever that make it
through to the next round, it is those most
able to change.

James P. Clark is founding chairman of the World
Technology Network (www.wtn.net), a global
association of over 1,000 of the peer-nominated,
peer-elected most innovative people in science and
technology and related fields elected annually
through the World Technology Awards. He also
runs Cogito Strategy (www.cogitostrategy.com),
a consulting firm focused on co-creating innovative
solutions for and with businesses, non-profits,
and philanthropists.

The current main theme of his work and subject of
his most recent presentations is “How the 21st
Century will be Different than the 20th and How
it Won’t (and How We Think About the Future
and How We Don’t)”.

Contact James P. Clark at
jpclark@cogitostrategy.com
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C O V E R S T O R Y

Marketer, beware! The consumer is in charge.
The days of the 30-second TV spot have not disappeared but, according to senior
international marketers and marketing experts, it no longer suffices. � The
21st-century consumer expects more than the witticisms and puns of a clever
agency-created global ad campaigns. � Even fast-moving consumer goods giants
like Unilever cannot ignore the oncoming tide of the consumer’s influence. The
customerwants to contribute the creation, development and sale of a brand, have
a say in how the brand is positioned, and demands the brand-owner’s respect
during the promotion crusade.� AsPatrick Cescau, Unilever’s group CEO, said of
the Dove beauty-products brand during his speech at France’s INSEAD
Fontainebleau Campus on May 25: “Incidentally, it was neither pressure from the
NGO (non-governmental organizations) world nor legislation that drove the Dove
team towards the Campaign for Real Beauty. It was consumer insight. Intelligent
interpretation of market research highlighted that this issue resonated strongly
with women of all ages around the world.”

16 inter national ist magazine

He continued: “The team realized that by championing
the cause, they would not only be doing something
worthwhile, but at the same time strengthening the
loyalty of their consumers to the brand.” �

Consumers worldwide are becoming more empow-
ered. Reasons include access to larger disposable
income. A study commissioned by U.K.-based NS&I
(National Savings & Investments) from the Future
Foundation, a consumer-research organization, fore-
casts that U.K. women’s salaries could bypass men’s
by 2015. � It concludes that the majority of British
households will have the women controlling the
finances.Marketerwould find it difficult to ignore such
ashift sincewomen inonly 12%ofall U.K. homesare the
cash-decision makers in 2007. � Moreover, the rapid
growth of interactive digital-media platforms means
consumers can influence the reach of brand mes-
sages. � Therearemore than 1.2 billion Internet users
worldwide, according to World Internet Stat. The OECD
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development) estimates users of broadband Internet,
the high-speed version that enables consumers to
download and share videos at the speed of knots,

exceed 200 million. � Surveys by The Mobile World
conclude there aremore than 3 billion mobile-phone
users, 200 million of whom pay for high-speed 3G
(third-generation) services. � And the advent of
social-networking services, such as Bebo, YouTube,
Facebook and MySpace, plus cheaper Web-site tech-
nology, enable millions of individuals to become digi-
tal broadcasters. They can take control over a brand
message and make or break it. � During talks with
leading brand experts and marketers, inter national ist
learned about some interesting international multi-
media consumer-centered marketing campaigns. �

At a timewhenglobal CDsales areplummetingbecause
fans are downloading music for free, rock star Prince
responded by bypassing his own record company Sony
BMG. In July, he chose to distribute his latest album
‘Planet Earth’ as a free giveaway attached to U.K.
national newspaperMail on Sunday. Thecontroversial
move outraged U.K. record retailers, but led to record
sales of 2.8 million copies for the newspaper and sold-
out Prince concerts in the U.K. in August. � Coca-Cola
Co. launched The Sprite Yard, a mobile-phone social-
networking site targeted at 13 to 25-year-olds for its

B Y J U L I A N A K O R A N T E N G
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Sprite brand. Subscribers can share photos and
download content. The service kicked off in China in
June, followed by the United States. � Car maker
Toyota was the first car manufacturer to market its
brand on the Second Life virtual world Web site.
Second Life citizens could customize Toyota’s Scion
model, which the company would re-create for cus-
tomers in real life. To reach under 18-year-olds, who
are not allowed to subscribe to Second Life, Toyota also
marketed the Scion in Whyville, the educational virtual
world for kids, in case they could influence parents to
buy the car. � Seattle-based Soda Jones invites con-
sumers to create their own labels for the beverage’s
bottle and reproduces them for actual sales. The com-
pany’s Web site features a message board on which
several of the consumers are griping about the lengthy
period of time it takes for Soda Jones to bring out their
labels. � During the 2007 TV coverage of the Super
Bowl, beer maker Anheuser-Busch featured its TV spot
on its own Internet channel bud.tv, and invited viewers
to vote for their favorite AB commercial by text or
email. � PepsiCo also worked with consumers in a
competition to produce a SuperBowl commercial for
the company’s Doritos chips. Finalists were invited to
watch the SuperBowl at a special party,where thewin-
nerwasannounced. Thewinningentriesweretransmit-
ted online (www.crashthesuperbowl.com). � These
consumer-focused campaigns are the exceptions, and
not the rule. Even a global brand owner such as Max
Mara, the secretive luxury women’s wear retail chain,
is launching its first Web site in 2008. � However, the
shift addressesMaxMara’s need to give its customers,
including younger consumers, greater access to the
company’s brands, such as Marina Rinaldi, Sportmax,
andMax & Co. � When targeting a business customer,
copier giant Xerox has proven that reaching the con-
sumer directly can benefit business growth. In an
award-winning 2006 pan-European campaign, the
company renowned for its black-and-white copiers set
out to highlight the improved experience of using its
color products. � It did so by inserting brightly col-
ored brand messages directly in the black-and-white
businesseditorial pagesof leadingnational newspapers
read by existing and potential customers. Xerox calls
the strategy “active engagement.” � These market-
ing activities illustrate that marketers take consumers

for granted consumers at their peril. In fact, the more
they engage consumers directly, themore goodwill they
win, encouraging the consumer to promote the brand
bywordofmouthor, in thedigital age, “wordofmouse,”
says Steve Garton, at Synovate, the market-research
unit of global communications group Aegis. � For
Daniela Krautsack, Vienna-based managing director
of Magic Moments, a MediaCom subsidiary, the future
should see marketers use consumer and environmen-
tally friend technology to give users a greater say in
campaigns. � An expert in ambient media, Krautsack
talks about RFID-activated billboards that communi-
cate directly with the consumer; flexible TV screens;
and consumer-controlled clothes that glow with mar-
keter’s messages. � As she says: “Some people might
not call it ambient. They may prefer to call it ‘branded
utility’ or ‘empathy space.’ The point is they will be used
when the consumers are carrying out their hobbies or
travelling, not when they are static; that is when you
reach these new consumers.” � Among future con-
sumer-friendly media technology that she asks us to
watch out for:
� OLED (organic light-emitting diodes)— although still

at the R&D stage, it is considered environmentally
friendly and is expected to replace flat LCD (liquid
crystal displays) on existing TV sets. In addition, the
material created from it can bemoulded into flexible
objects. (Sony Corp. is the first company to have
announced plans to launch an OLED TV set, with a
screen that is so thin, it rotatesonaswivel armwith-
out snapping, and is due out Japan in December
2007).

� Lumalive— invented by Philips, it is a fabric-type of
material that emits glowing light, which can become
another platform for carrying bright animatedmar-
ketingmessages on clothes, for example.

� RFID-activated billboards — in the U.S., RFID
(radio-frequency identification) was technology
incorporated inside 1,000 car keys for BMW’s Mini
autos (famous inmovie classic The Italian Job),which
were given to consumers. Each key had a personal-
ized sentence, which lit up on related billboards as
they walked by.

� Other marketing-friendly technology could be holo-
grams, laser projections, and green technology, which
doesn’t createwaste is also going to be important.
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Six leading marketing decision makers tell
inter national ist about the future of marketing, by sharing their
various experiences of working directly with consumers.

We are a women-only fashion house, and our
consumers are getting younger every year.

We have 2,100 stores worldwide, making us
one of the world’s biggest retail chains. For us,
that is an important antenna of what’s
happening in themarketplace. It is an incredible

Giorgio Guidotti
President Worldwide PR &
Communication
Max Mara Fashion House (Italy)

way of communicating and a vital way of showing
‘viewers’ (of the window displays) what our brand is
about.

With 2,100 stores in primary locations, which
amount to thousands of windows, our stores are
like billboards. Our stores also communicate with
us. If something doesn’t work, our customers let us
know. This is then handled by our VMFactory,
which is our VisualMerchandising department,
and a very important part of ourmarketing
strategy.We have all kinds of talent working there,
including architects.

We’re launching our firstWeb site in spring
2008, and that will meanmore information for the
customers to let them knowwhat is available when
and in which store. It will featuremore news about

the company, for example, the opening of a
retrospective in Tokyo, plus blogs.

Initially, we shall experiment with theWeb site
and develop it one step at a time.

We have considered usingmobile
(phones/handsets) to communicate with our
customers, but our core business is still fashion and
you want a platform that is ideal for displaying our
brand.

Of course, the virtual world Second Life is worth
considering. It could be a good way of raising global
awareness of a brand for younger consumers, but
we’re not rushing into things yet.

We’ve seen the gold rush to new gimmicks.We
don’t want to be the first ones to discover the new
Second Life.We would rather see how it works first
instead of being the first just for the sake of it. One of
the company’smottos is that we’re about evolutions,
not revolutions.We create advertising campaigns that
are daring, not scary.

You can reach Giorgio Guidottiat:
guidotti.g@mmfg.it

Steve Garton
Global Head of Media
Synovate (U.K.)

Companies are increasingly responding to
consumers’ changing behavior towards brands. The
smarter marketers are building their brands into
an experience so that user interaction is able to go
beyond just being the latest cool brand.

The U.S.-based Viking Store (in Tennessee)
sells high-end culinary products, but it also
offers cordon blue cooking courses, provides
online information on how to use stoves, and
shares recipes with its customers.

The latest (£6.2m) ad campaign for
Cadbury’s Dairy Milk chocolate features a
gorilla playing drums (to classic hit “In The Air
Tonight” by British rock star Phil Collins). It is
different; it is funny; it has a broad appeal and
is relevant to Cadbury’s consumers. The
company wanted to create a buzz, to make
people want to forward the link to their friends,
and that created a viral marketing aspect.

In the past, word-of-mouth has always
been important, nowmarketers can accelerate
the messages digitally via “word of mouse.”

Marketers have to be absolutely honest in
there communications. If they are supporting
a particular blog without declaring their
interest in that blog, consumers will find out.
The consumer is now in control, you have to
create time and that is a fundamental shift.

Creating time means giving value back,
and (thanking) consumers for being involved
in the marketers’ messages. There are creative
(consumers) online who are able to make
decisions to take a brand forward.

Somemarketers have begun to let go and
let the consumers drive the brand in a
particular direction. The consumer wants to
feel that the brand belongs to them and that
the marketers are listening to them.

Within these experiences, marketers
should now look for collaborations with other
marketers to reinforce something that can
synergize with their brands, such as airlines,
hotel packages and car-hire firms. In the
future, brands will becomemore of an
experience (than a product), and then it will
only be a question of connecting the
experiences seamlessly.

You can reach Steve Garton:
Steve.Garton@synovate.com

“…we’re about evolutions,not revolutions”
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Michael Au trains lawyers in Hong Kong. He’s a third generation Chinese immigrant from the UK, and like so many
others with the same background, has come back to his roots in Asia to take part in what he believes will be a long period 
of economic growth. A self-confessed news junkie he was horrifi ed to only learn about the Asian tsunami a week after it 
happened while holidaying in New Zealand. Subsequent trips abroad were selected based on their Internet access and his

homepage has since been set to bbcnews.com.

For a complete statistical breakdown of this world-shaping audience visit bbcworldinternationalist.com

“ I prefer watching BBC World because they don’t get in 
the way of the news. No flashy graphics or celebrity-
wannabe anchormen and women. Just the news, 

unclouded and clear.”
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C O V E R S T O R Y

Lakish Hatalkar
Integrated Communications
Proctor & Gamble
(Central & Eastern Europe,
Middle East and Africe)

At Procter & Gamble, we put our consumers at
the heart of every decision we make. We are
committed to deeply understanding and
respecting the people who buy our brands. To
that end, we know that consumers have many
more choices today for when and how they
interact with media and marketing. We are
constantly looking at the full range of marketing

vehicles that will reach consumers with our
brand messages when they are most open to
hearing them. As a result, we are using a mix
of traditional and new media to best reach our
consumers.

P&G’smission is to improve the lives of the
world’s consumers. In order to do that, wemust
understand people on a personal level. Wemust
understand their habits, their culture and their
needs.We havemany big, global brands that have
overarching global appeal. But we do tailor the
marketingmessages andmedia depending on
what ismost appropriate for the local consumer.

We have a whole suite of market mix
measurement tools that help us evaluate the
ROI we get from our marketing efforts. We
consider these tools to be proprietary, so I really
cannot elaborate.

We really can’t generalize what works for P&G
as a whole, because we havemore than 300 global
brands. It really does depend on the individual
brand as each of them have specific consumers
they are trying to reach. I can tell you that each
brand has a distinct equity and voice. We take this
into account when creatingmarketingmessages
for each brand.

As I mentioned earlier, we know that
consumers have a great deal of choices, as a
result of the explosion in newmedia. We are
using interactive marketing to enable a more
personal dialog between us and our consumers,
allowing us to engage with them on their terms.
Use of interactive marketing is no longer an
experiment, but rather, an integral part of the
overall marketing mix. We think it’s extremely
important to continue to experiment with
emerging media so that we can reach
consumers where they are and when they are
most receptive to hearing our brand messages.

We certainly have a responsibility to both
our consumers and our shareholders. By
deeply understanding consumers, we’re able
to build trust in our brands. And we have
done studies that show that the more trusted
your brand is, the higher the market share.
So, in effect, by delighting our consumers,
we’re building the business and pleasing
shareholders at the same time.

For more information go to:
www.pg.com
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Karen Brooks is Australian. She lives in Prague in the Czech Republic where she studies medicine. She loves getting lost in 
new cultures and emerging on the other side with brand new friends, quirky mannerisms, and a handful of useful phrases like 

‘not too spicy’ and ‘where’s the toilet please? ’ The one thing that consistently amazes her about every culture is that the
first thing people always teach you is a list of the local swearwords. Wherever she is, she’s never far from BBC World. 

For a complete statistical breakdown of this world-shaping audience visit bbcworldinternationalist.com

“Objectivity is incredibly important to me. You can only see the wood for 
the trees if you’ve got a canopy view. BBC World is my canopy view.”
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Newcommunicationplatforms are proliferating,
content opportunities continue to explode, butmass
consumption remains static. Consumers are,
therefore,multi-tasking.

There is thismyth that only kids (theDigital
Natives), whowere brought up on adiet of Sony
PlayStation video games and computers,multi-task
whilewatchingTVandbeing online at the same time.

Additionally, this is happening to theDigital
Immigrant (the older generation). It doesn’tmatter
whether you are aCEO, you are constantly flicking in
andout (of different activities). Youmight be at the
airport, using yourBlackberry, and thinking about the
nextmeeting.

Thanks to theMTVera, people can consume large
quantities ofmessages in just oneminute.

When targeting business people, it is therefore
important tomake sure themarketer communicates
simply in away that is understoodquickly.

TheXeroxColor (pan-European) campaignwas
executed in 15 European countries.

Many of our target audiencehave been color-
cautious, because they thought itwould be very
expensive to give presentations in color.

But research showed they appreciated colorwhen
placed in a black-and-white context. Sowehad to show

them thepractical and emotional advantage of color.
The business section of London’s The

Independent (newspaper) is traditionally inmono.We
workedwith the advertising and editorial teams and
started running the business sectionwithmany
figures and tables in color.

On the equity pages of The (London) Times, we
ran a redwatermark across the page, from the
bottom left to the top right corner to say that “Xerox
can get you a bigger share of themarket.”

There was a small percentage (of the editorial
people), aminority, whowere not keen on the
concept, But to stand out, youmay have to upset a
few people. In the end, those whowere exposed to its
(execution) admired Xeroxmore.

Weworkedwith the cartoonists (Russell Taylor
and Charles Peattie) of the black-and-white comic
strip Alex in theDaily Telegraph and published it in
color for the first time in a six-week campaign, which
was enough time to create a buzz.

The ‘Color’ campaign included outdoor
advertising such as the “Brighter Xerox” ad that
featured 3D light bulbs changing visually to
demonstrate how color can deliver impact.

And on FT.com and other businessWeb sites,
initially you see the home page in black andwhite.

Then, you start to see it turn into color.
Weworkedwith Eurosport to develop branded

content to engage business people in their downtime
during last year’sWorld Cup.

Eurosport created a series of one-minute vignettes,
which featured some (soccer) action. For example, the
normally orange-cladDutch teamwas in black-and-
white. Then, the viewer sees flashes of orange. By the
endof the sequence, the picture is totally in color and
the viewer is given some interesting trivia questions
about the color orange. Then, they are invited to log
onto the relevantWeb site.

You can reach Peter Colvin:
Peter.colvin@mecglobal.com

Peter Colvin
Senior Account
Director
mediaedge:cia
(U.K.)
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Daniela Krautsack
Managing Director
Magic Moments
a MediaCom subsidiary
(Austria)

Ambient media represent everything that is
non-traditional and involves the consumer
directly.

But there is still so much to be done in its
development because several creative agencies
do not want to focus on non-traditional media.

Fortunately, there are some who are
employing young people who understand how
to speak to their peers.

At Magic Moments, we sit at the same table
as our (marketing) partners to brainstorm and
think about our clients’ needs for an entire year,
before returning with the best ambient ideas.

Marketers employ agencies to tell them
about the latest trends, and the latest
consumer behavior; we invite these new
consumers to speak to us at our own
in-house media laboratory.

The regions that embrace ambient media
the most include South America. The agencies
there have been very keen to embrace the format
since 2005. They are always eager to adopt
concepts that originate from their East (that is,
Western markets).

The irony is that the development of
ambient media is hampered by regulations in
the West, especially in Europe and the United
States. The (privacy) laws are very strict as you
need to ask the consumer’s permission to
involve them in ambient media.

Yet, the commonwealth countries, such as
New Zealand, have been employing the format
for many years. Other markets, including China
and India are very enthusiastic about it.

You need to implement strategies at the local
level. Even in Europe, people tick differently.
A teenager in Hungary is totally different from a

teenager in Austria. The samemedia might
unify them, but the decisions they make as
consumers are influenced by the local culture
they grew up in.

Even with music application, a marketer
might use a digital-download platform in one
country, offer concert tickets in another, while
buying traditional airtime around music-TV
programs in a third.

Getting the humor right is always welcome.
When you speak to consumers in an
entertaining way, they interact, they participate,
and they engage. They don’t like to be
embarrassed or shocked.

In the future, I see great media
presentations thanks to new technology.
Imagine using a mobile-phone camera to take a
photograph of a billboard advertisement. The
camera features downloadable or pre-installed
software that connects with a two-dimension
barcode embedded in the billboard and
automatically links the consumer to a mobile
Web site to buy concert tickets or order CDs.

Such a format will drive the marketing
industry to be much more creative and less
text-driven. In German-speaking countries, for
example, there is far too much text on
billboards. People do not stand in front of
billboard to read brand messages.

At some catwalk fashion shows in Japan,
a consumer interested in one of the clothes,
which features the same barcode, is able to
make an order by using the mobile handset to
take a photograph of the apparel on a model.

You can reach Daniela Krautsack:
daniela.krautsack@mediacom.com

You need to implement strategies
at the local level.“ ”
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People in the marketing and advertising
communications have not been trained to
understand what the next generation
(of consumers) needs.

They may have an MBA, but not a degree in
how to capture today’s consumers’ attention. We
end up with (creative) people who are afraid of
taking chances, who take the conservative paths
and end up with the samemarketing solutions
as everyone else.

Those who are clever let go of the branding,
give it to consumers and let them run with it.
They give consumers interesting messages and
let them spread the word; that gives them
credibility.

Brand owners should give more to
consumers at the R&D (research and
development) and marketing stages.

I call this the MSP, the Me Selling
Proposition (instead of the USP). It means I, the
consumer, own the brand, I spread the brand’s
message, I develop the brand.

That appeals to consumers and motivates
them enough to spread the awareness. Then ask

them how they would release the product and
develop their own ads; they would feel they own
the brand.

Of course, there is a huge danger of the
consumer abusing the brand. But marketers
must trust the consumer. If they insist on being
100% in control, and force their message down
the consumers’ throats, the consumers will
throw up.

We’re going to need marketers and ad
agencies who want to take a chance with the
generation of consumers who have their
computer screens as a window to the rest of the
world.

Google and Apple are being more
accountable to their consumers than to
shareholders. Google is one of the few
companies that refuse to forecasts its results; it
is not affected by what Wall Street is saying, but
by what the consumer is saying.

You can reach Martin Lindstrom:
martin@martinlindstrom.com

Martin Lindstrom
Founder
Lindstrom Company (Denmark)

I, the consumer, own the brand, I spread the
brand’s message, I develop the brand.“ ”London-based Juliana Koranteng is a business

journalist and author specializing in
international marketing, media, copyright and
entertainment sectors. In addition to her
position as European editor at inter national ist,
she is a contributing editor and a correspondent
to the Hollywood Reporter, Billboard, and
Boutique Editions, the contract publisher of
Reed MIDEM magazines distributed at film, TV,
advertising, and music trade fairs/festivals in
Cannes. Her previous experience includes being
contributing editor at Advertising Age
International, and a correspondent for TIME
magazine. She has also written for The
Economist, BusinessWeek, Fortune, and was

consultant editor/co-founder of New Media Age.
The author of several books and reports on
media and entertainment published by the
Financial Times and Informa Media Group,
Koranteng speaks at key industry conferences
and has acted as consultant to major media
organizations, including Time Inc. and CISAC.
She holds a master’s degree in business
journalism from Northwestern University,
Chicago, and an honors undergraduate degree
in English from the University of Wales, U.K.
She recently completed a report on the
marketing of women in sports for London
consultancy firm SportBusiness Group.
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Germany is doing well again. It began with a
highly successful World Cup and grew with a
national satisfaction with a new leader. Now
Germany is a strong European advertising

driver. It should not be forgotten by marketers
that Germany is the largest single nation in
the EU with a population of over 82 million

and is a very affluent country, being one of the
worlds top export countries with over 80% of

the GDP coming from export trade.

Germany’s international business sweep is
massive. Many would envy the country’s

relationship with a key market like China, for
example. Big industrial leaders like VW

entered China early and are seeing the results
now. While other markets like Ontario

Canada are currently advertising in Germany
to encourage business and manufacturing to

come to the Canadian province.

inter national ist looks at how multinational
marketers and their agencies from around the
globe are targeting Germany now, and learns
why more campaigns are emanating from
Germany today. Plus, we’ll see how both the

media landscape and consumer attitudes
have changed.

We’ve selected a question and answer format
to present varying points of view about the

renewed, robust Germany from the following
people:

Axel Springer’s Michael Monheim,
Vice President, New York

Carat Global Management’s Anja Jung,
Group Head Communication Consulting,

Ismaning, Germany

DAVINCI SELECTWORK’s Luc Samama,
Client Service Director, Düsseldorf

GWP/Handelsblatt’s Bob Breen,
International Business Director, Düsseldorf

International Graphic Press’ Carl Cullingford,
Managing Director, London

Mediaedge:cia’s Lothar Rentschler
Managing Director, Düsseldorf

SPIEGEL-Verlag’s Andrea Holzschneider,
Advertising Sales, Hamburg

Universal McCann Germany’s Michael Dunke
CEO, Düsseldorf

GERMANY:
the return to robust

ad market

26 inter national ist magazine
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What shifts are you seeing that are
particular to the German market?
Michael Dunke, Universal McCann: In Germany
there are currently two major developments. The first is the
shift of ad investments from press (magazines,
newspapers) to digital media. Digital media means with
focus to online and increasingly to mobile. Today digital
media is no longer an exception, but a basis for nearly all
communications planning. The second is a big challenge
specific to Germany, and that is the fundamental change in
the TV offer systems caused by law. The German Anti-trust
Agency has defined the country’s TV market as duopolistic.
As a result, media practice has changed, and the current
situation is insecure for all market partners.

Bob Breen, GWP/Handelsblatt: Technical
developments are the main catalyst in German media —
whether it’s traditional TV or radio being upgraded from
analogue to digital or new mobile applications for the
market. The trend toward media convergence is
unmistakable. Some of the media communications
solutions in the new media and new facilities are still in
the test phase, especially with community advertising.
Micro-targeting and higher efficiency are the characteristics
of future “integrated/cross media campaigns.

Michael Monheim, Axel Springer: Although the
German consumer is not an early adapter, the shift towards
online is a pronounced trend in terms of media
consumption, advertising and integrated cross media
marketing. Print is still an important communication
channel, although it is losing shares in younger target
groups. Print publishers also increasingly try to shift their
competence from print to the web. Consumers take the
internet for granted in terms of media usage, especially
since flat rates for higher and faster internet connections
have made it accessible to everyday-life.”

How are media solutions different now?
Luc Samama, DAVINCI SELECTWORK: Integration is
developing and finally moving from a buzzword into
reality. And the growth of online is universal. But Germans
are still ‘Bean Counters.’ ROI and effectiveness/efficiency
measurement are becoming of paramount importance.
Elaborate analytical tools are being launched, and
McKinsey is selling more “MSE” (Marketing Spend
Effectiveness) analyses to big corporate clients than ever.
With media becoming more measurable and accountable
than other disciplines, media suppliers’ certainly have
much resting on their shoulders.

The agency markets seems to be getting a little shaken up,
as antitrust regulations now make rate calculation
advertiser-dependent, rather than buying network-
dependent. Plus, more clients are looking for better
integrated communications solutions, which allows for
many newer or smaller shops to take on larger roles.”

Andrea Holzschneider, SPIEGEL-Verlag: On
principle it can be found that media spending has
recovered again since the collapse in 2000/2001. By 2006,
figures had once again reached, and even surpassed, the
level of 2000. According to Nielsen Media Research, gross
spending for 2006 was distributed as follows: television:
45%, print: 42% (newspapers: 22%, magazines: 18%,
specialist journals: 2%), radio: 6%, online: 4% and outdoor
advertising: 3%. The Nielsen advertising statistics are the
most common source of data in Germany. However it
should be noted that they are based entirely on gross
scores, and that some online organizations, such as
Google, do not report their figures.”

27www.internationalistmagazine.com

R E T U R N T O R O B U S T A D M A R K E T

“Germany feels good about itself. We are World Cup
Champions, Field Hockey World Champions, Ladies’ Soccer
World Champions, Handball World Champions, Export World
Champions, Nobel Prize Winners and Pope. That is all good
atmospheric stuff for consumer spending and ad spending.”
Bob Breen, International Business Director
GWP media-marketing GmbH/Division of Handelsblatt, Düsseldorf
r.breen@vhb.de
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“Another growth area for IGP has been increased sales of
advertising in the regional newspapers which we represent, W.A.Z.
and Muenchner Merkur. Regional newspapers are sometimes
overlooked because in many countries our experience of regional
press is of titles which are not of good journalistic quality or
significant circulations. The opposite is true in Germany. Many
regional newspapers offer a good standard of journalism with
international, national and local news.”
Carl Cullingford, Managing Director, International Graphic Press Ltd., London
carl@igpmedia.com

In which categories are
you seeing advertising growth?
Bob Breen, GWP/Handelsblatt:
As the leading publisher of business
information, it has been gratifying
for us to see the emphatic growth financial advertising,
particularly for sophisticated financial products.
Lifestyle/fashion has taken off in our business and
opinion leader titles.

Andrea Holzschneider, SPIEGEL-Verlag: At the
moment, we are seeing increased activity among the
energy suppliers in Germany. Campaigns for the
environment and for ecological claims are also
increasing markedly.

Michael Dunke, Universal McCann: The
automotive industry remains biggest advertising sector
coming back to old volume. We can observe that there is
further advertising growth in mobile/
telecommunications technology, as well as in the retail

industry. But in general some experts
fear a flattening of the current positive
overall development.

Michael Monheim, Axel Springer:
There is an obvious trend towards

environmental awareness in advertising. This is
primarily used in automotive advertising. The main
trend though is going towards convenience/comfort
products such as convenience foods, given the
liberalization of retail store opening hours.

Carl Cullingford, IGP/International Graphic
Press: During the years of economic recession many
international brands, especially luxury brands in the
fashion, accessories and furniture sectors almost ceased
to advertise in Germany with a result that they now have
to re-build brand awareness. It can be a difficult market
to crack as German consumers often take longer to
persuade to adopt new brands/products than those in
other markets, but with a long term approach together
with sales, media and marketing strategies resulting
from good research into consumer attitudes and the
workings of the market, solid, long term successes can
be achieved.
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“Certainly we have seen a greater consumer interest around the
world with green issues in the automotive segment. …Our challenge
was to demonstrate both that efficiency and the extraordinary
performance associated with the brand.”
Anja Jung, Group Head Communication Consulting
Carat Global Management, Ismaning Germany
anja.jung@carat.com

Certainly German consumers are among the more
green-conscious citizens in Europe.
Are more environmental messages and
associations appearing in mainstream marketing?
Have Corporate Social Responsibility issues migrated
into advertising?
Michael Dunke, Universal McCann: That’s definitely
true in general-Germans are environmentally concerned and
CSR messages to do seem to resonate. Energy or chemistry
companies especially have recently ‘discovered’ their ‘love’ for
a green environment and for social responsibility.

Anja Jung, Carat: Certainly we have seen a greater
consumer interest around the world with green issues in the
automotive segment. BWM has consistently been effective in
reducing CO2 emissions; in fact, about 40% of European
BMW Group sales already fall below the 140 g/km mark for
CO2 emissions. Our challenge was to demonstrate both that
efficiency and the extraordinary performance associated with
the brand.

We like to refer to this as ‘exhilaration without excess.’
In the ad here for the BMW 5Series, we are
demonstrating the benefits of BMW EfficientDynamics.
In addition to innovations like as High Precision
Injection and Brake Energy Regeneration, we are
continuing to show how BWM also improves efficiency
and reduce CO2 emissions. Plus we are already
developing the technologies like BMW ActiveHybrid
and BMW CleanEnergy.

Luc Samama, DAVINCI SELECTWORK: Green is
obviously a huge subject for the automotive industry,
although I also see the theme of safety starting to gain
more momentum. Certainly this well-known “green” ad
for Mercedes sums up the consumer interest in
contributing to better environment. Consumers in
Germany and the world over are becoming more
media-savvy. Now that broadband internet access is
becoming a norm rather than the exception, it is
estimated that 80% of Mercedes’ customers are
using the web to get information on the brand, its
products and its environmental benefits.
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“Germany still
universally stands
for quality — both
at home and in a
globalized world.”
Luc Samama, Client
Service Director ,
DAVINCI SELECTWORK GmbH,
Düsseldorf
luc.samama@davinci-select-
work.com

Germany is not thought of first as an “idea”
market as many creative ad awards go to the U.K.,
the U.S., followed by markets like Brazil and Australia.
However, that may be changing. McDonald’s global
tagline of “I’m lovin’ it” did originate in Germany.
Are you noticing changes in approaches to creativity?
Can you cite an example of breakthrough work?
Michael Dunke, Universal McCann: From my point of view,
German agencies have won and win more and more creative awards.
A lot of media firsts and creative ideas have been developed like the
Opel Astra Blogging.

Lothar Rentschler, Mediaedge:cia: Clients are more and more
demanding 360° solutions, integrated communications ideas and
creative media solutions. MEC is currently developing a
communications plan for the recently-won client, Shoestring, with
highly creative solutions. The solution is hardly based on ‘old and
traditional’ media, but is focusing on integrated ideas including
below-the-line, as well as digital and viral ideas.

Luc Samama, DAVINCI SELECTWORK: In an extremely
competitive and cluttered environment, clients are trying different
routes to ‘stand out from the crowd.’ Some have even become
‘shockingly’ creative and polarizing. A recent example of this
technique involved advertising from a direct insurance company.
Their commercial showed a young daughter stating a wish for her
father to die, so she could finally cash his life insurance and get her
pony farm. The ad was stopped, but the amount of press mentions —
although negative — may have exceeded the monetary value
of a campaign.

Michael Monheim, Axel Springer: In the last decade German
consumers have been extremely price sensitive but recently there has
been a shift towards quality. For example, the electronic retailer
SATURN used to have a slogan (‘Geiz ist geil’ — ‘stinginess is cool’)
which explained the mindset of the whole industry at this time. The
new message (‘Wir lieben Technik, Wir hassen teuer’ — ‘We love
technology, we hate high prices’) shows the shift towards quality.
There is still a price consideration, but now mixed with
emotions and quality.

“The German consumer is
again willing to pay a bit
more for quality products
and is also willing to invest
in more expensive goods.
The German economy is
expected to improve over
the next year. This, of
course, will also lead
to higher advertising
budgets.”
Michael Monheim, Vice President,
Axel Springer Group Inc., New York
mm@asgmedia.com
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How does the German consumer differ from other
Western European consumers? Do Germans
purchase more luxury products, for example,
than any other Western European or world market?
How do these factors affect how they are
effectively targeted?
Michael Monheim, Axel Springer: A typical German
consumer trait is the price sensitivity which is even higher
than their European neighbors. On the other hand the
German consumer is quality conscious. So in the past
years market research has shown an increase in the
German consumer willingness to pay more for exclusive
and high-quality brands, which is about the same in other
countries. A main difference though is a strong
regionalization of the German market with no specific
dominating metropolitan area or region. Therefore in
Germany a brand has to be present in many more
locations. This, for example, is different in France,
U.K., Spain.

Andrea Holzschneider, SPIEGEL-Verlag: At the
moment, we are seeing increased activity among the
energy suppliers in Germany. Campaigns for the
environment and for ecological claims are also increasing
markedly.

Michael Dunke, Universal McCann: Germans are the
most price sensitive consumers in Europe. But the new
trend is that German consumers are now looking to buy
luxury and perfectly-manufactured goods. The time of
‘Geiz ist geil’ (to be mean is sexy), an attitude that
influenced an entire era, is definitely over.

“A huge turning point for Germany
involved the football world championship
2006, when the Germans demonstrated
that indeed they are able to celebrate,
have fun and be proud. The shift towards
a more relaxed attitude is positive and
tangible. The economic figures are doing
the rest — lowest unemployment rate
since many years, increase of income
situation, and an overall economic
upturn.”
Lothar Rentschler, Managing Director,
Mediaedge:cia GmbH & Co. KG, Düsseldorf
lothar.rentschler@mecglobal.com

“Requests for creative solutions are
increasing strongly. We are proud
to be able to keep on realizing
particularly creative/new forms and
special formats together with our
clients.”
Andrea Holzschneider, Advertising Sales,
SPIEGEL-Verlag, Hamburg
andrea_holzschneider@spiegel.de

“But the new trend is
that German consumers
are now looking to buy
luxury and perfectly-
manufactured goods.”
Michael Dunke, CEO , Universal
McCann Germany, Düsseldorf
Michael.dunke@universalmccann.com
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This is the first time we are using pan-regional
television in Europe to attract visitors to New York…”“

One Click 

To A World

Of Legal

Counsel.

There’s a world of opportunities for

today’s consumer marketer. But with

every country playing by a different 

set of rules, only experience and 

expertise can effectively guide your

product through all the varied and 

complex legal landmines. Founded in

1998, GALA is made up exclusively 

of top marketing attorneys in countries

around the world — all available 

online at the click of a button. With 

the law firm affiliates of GALA on 

your side, you can take the worry 

out of global marketing.

www.gala-market law.com

G

the big apple goes global
New York has been associated with many of firsts since the early development of the city; however, The Big
Apple has just embarked on its first-ever global marketing campaign to help achieve Mayor Michael
Bloomberg's goal of encouraging 50 million tourists to visit New York City by 2015.

E
Entitled, “This is New York City,”

the multi-lingual campaign

includes television, print, online

and outdoor advertising in ten

countries on four continents.

The campaign, with a $30

million advertising spend in one

year, will ensure that New York

City is aggressively promoted

throughout the world in an

increasingly competitive tourism

industry.

The integrated marketing

project was created by NYC &

Company with their advertising

agency of record, Bartle Bogle

Hegarty, New York (BBH). The

core of the campaign is a TV

spot that uses live action and

animation to bring to life iconic

images from the five boroughs,

including Yankee Stadium,

Times Square, Coney Island, the

Staten Island Ferry and the

Unisphere. The spot will air on

television in Spain, Ireland,

France and the United Kingdom.

The outdoor and print ads

highlight varying aspects of the

New York City experience—

from shopping and fashion to

entertainment and food. The

outdoor executions appear on

bus shelters in Brazil, Portugal,

Italy and Spain, while print ads

run in magazines and

newspapers in the United

Kingdom, Ireland, South Africa,

and Germany. Interactive banner

ads are running on such

websites as Google, YouTube and

Expedia.

Two years ago, Mayor

Bloomberg created a single

organization dedicated to

promoting the City, NYC &

Company. The City is already

ahead of schedule to achieve the

goal of 50 million visitors by

2015; last year, the City

welcomed 43.8 million visitors,

which had an annual economic

impact of nearly $25 billion. The

City has been particularly

successful in attracting visitors

from abroad, which is up 9%

since 2000.

New York City has also

expanded its global reach by

opening international offices in

14 locations serving 21 countries

worldwide. Attention is focused

closer to home with “Just Ask

the Locals,” a tourist appreciation

campaign that called on

residents citywide to thank

visitors for coming to New York

City and help them navigate the

City while here.

For more information go to:

www.nycvisit.com

Paul Greenberg, Vice President Media Services — NYC & Co.
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one year after the
takeover of groupe express
— expansion
Few CEOs have a reputation for modesty, but Rik De Nolf of Belgium’s Roularta Media Group is a rare
exception. After 40 years of working in a company started by his father in Flanders, last year he completed
the takeover of France’s giant Groupe Express-Expansion, with a total of 20 titles, and a group once ranked
among the top 5 French media companies. Although this has the hallmarks of a David and Goliath story,
De Nolf is unpretentious when explaining the buy out:

“

B Y D E B O R A H M A L O N E

“Perhaps the biggest surprise was that we
couldmake this deal at all! It hasmeant
growing the company by 50% and becoming
an important European player. Such an
agreement would have been impossible just
five years ago. In fact we tried, but we could
not compete with the large French
conglomerates. Groupe Express was sold to
Vivendi, then toHersant, then to Group
Dassault. However, we never gave up as we
always knew the fit was right with Roularta.”
Certainly the evolution of the French deal

is fascinating in today’s international world
where big companies are generally taken
over by bigger ones. However, the capacity
for a Roularta, a leader in amarket of 10
million people, to takeover a national title in
the Frenchmarket of 60million, is largely
rooted in how they learned to be successful
in a complex country like Belgium.With its
dual languages and what somemay
characterize as dual national personalities,
this family-run Flemish publishing company
initiatedmany smart publishing firsts.
In fact, forty years ago, the Belgianmarket

did not have a national newsmagazine, a
national businessmagazine, or a national
sportsmagazine. Roularta started them all,
and Rik De Nolf achieved this through
collaboration and a willingness to learn
techniques from publishers inmuch larger
markets. And to this day, there is scant room
in the Belgianmarket for competition in
these three hallmarkmagazine categories.
De Nolf started with a visit to the U.S.-

basedNewsweekwhere he negotiated a
copyright deal to usemarketingmaterials.
He learned about subscription sales and
adapted Newsweekmodels to his home
country. Until then, magazines in Belgium
were only sold on a newsstand; subscriptions
did not exist. This was particularly crucial to
the initial success of the Roularta
newsmagazines, Knack in Dutch and Le Vif
in French, and was also key in the
development of the businessmagazine,
Trends—published in both Dutch and
French.
DeNolf then started another, perhaps

fateful, collaboration 28 years ago with
L’express, which became a foundation for
enabling the 2006 takeover. Le Vif, their
French-language newsmagazine, initiated a
joint venture with France’s L’express; De Nolf
saw the advantages of collaborating with
neighboring French-language journalists.
“When wemade the bid for Groupe

L’express-Expansion,” De Nolf explains, “the
journalists in particular were delighted. They
knew how the Belgian joint-venture
operation was always consistent and believed
in great editorial independence. Their
company had changed ownership four times
through salesmostly to industrial groups, so
they knew that we were a very stable partner
who cared about their essence of their
business.”
One year after the takeover, De Nolf steps

back and recognizes just how far both he
and Roularta have come. It does not stop

M E D I A P R O F I L E

him, though, from assessing howmuchmore
has to be done to continue the efficient
transition. He speaks ofmodernizing the
prepress process, installing new systems to
improve work flow, integrating color work with
Roularta rather than outsourcing, and using
their new Belgian printing operation for the
majority of the L’Express titles.
De Nolf has plans for further international

growth in a number of niche sectors
throughout Europe— the senior/50+market,
products for young readers, and city
magazines. He scoffs at discussions about a
lesser role for print in today’smediamix.
“There will always be a place for quality
publications, and that is what we do best.”
Roularta’s remarkable achievementsmay

stem from their success in a small market, but
they are firmly rooted in DeNolf’s willingness
to learn and adapt the best practices used in
largermarkets. And in doing so, Roularta
Media Group not only wound up taking over a
big company, but theymanaged the process
smoothly, successfully, and with the confidence
of all employees. And in today’s business world
that is a rare accomplishment indeed.

For more information go to:

http://www.roularta.be/en/roularta/default.htm
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T
Alan Rutherford
CEO Digitas Global
Digitas

This is now a world where a consumer’s

time spent engaging with a brand is

respected, and where participation is the

new consumption. Marketing 2.0 is more

than “digital marketing.” It is

fundamentally about a shift in human

culture, not just technology.

In fact,many good examples of

Marketing 2.0 thinking are actually “offline”

in nature. The internet just accelerates,

extends and enriches these developments

and offersmany exciting newpossibilities,

but it is not thewhole story.

SomeMarketing 2.0 strategies are in

the “micro-trend” area—the new

individualization which is replacing

“broadcast” thinking. In many cases, the

business itself is the brand; the distinction

between innovation and marketing ideas is

becoming irrelevant and sometimes it is

enough “just to act or behave like Google.”

Various examples can be found in the

following categories:

• Personalization, such as in the case of

Nike iD

• Co-creation, such as Wikipedia

• Social connections, such as Friends

Reunited, MySpace, Facebook and of

course YouTube

• Community and clans, such as NYC

card and Starbuck’s “Perk Up Your Life”

• Causes and values/ideals, such as Dove

and Amex Red

• Concept innovation and brand JVs, such

as Nike/iPod, Levis/iPod; U2/iPod

Marketing 2.0 means that we must

develop brand communication ideas that

engage and inspire. It is about creating a

positive, enduring relationship between

consumers and brands, but we cannot

forget that in today’s digital world, it is the

consumers who are in control. Remember,

our world begins and ends with the

consumer.

Marketing 2.0 is about big ideals and

brand meanings that are focused on

societal trends, which add a sense of

purpose to belonging to a brand.

It is about changing how consumers

think, feel and respond to your brand

communications.

It is about consumers being willing

ambassadors for the brand, and the “word

of mouth factor” in a digital world means

comments on social networks and blogs.

It is about using intimate knowledge,

facilitated by the net, to enable brands to

communicate with those consumers that

want a dialogue.

So how do we do it?

There are three key ways of innovating to

deliver messages with a Marketing 2.0

approach. They are both creatively-driven

and channel-driven, although you’ll

increasingly notice a blurring between the

two.

The three areas are:

• Pop culture is where a brand changes

how people behave, act or think about

certain aspects of their life or

themselves. This is a transformational

idea.

• Entertainment and Entertaining

Delivery delivers engagement,

involvement and emotional attachment.

To get attention and to build

relationships we have to give the

36 inter national ist magazine
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this is a new world of marketing:
marketing 2.0
If Web 2.0 is about creating more positive relationships between brands and consumers

in a networked world, then Marketing 2.0 is about creating co-operative, life-affirming
marketing in this new world of freer, but more critical, and more connected consumers.

B Y A L A N R U T H E R F O R D
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consumer something they want; it is a

value exchange. And they want

entertainment.

• Social networks or communities are

where consumers have positive

relationships with both the brand and

his or her brand peers. When brands

collaborate and engage with groups of

consumers defined by shared identities

greater brand equity is often created.

It isn’t always simple to categorize brands

and their activities into a single approach;

often they will combine elements of

several of these areas. Here are some

examples:

Dove’s “campaign for real beauty” may

be one of the best examples of how

brands can use and change popular

culture. A simple ad campaign became a

movement to destroy an old stereotype

that suggested that only stick-thin catwalk

models were beautiful.

American Express in the U.S.

understood the concern for

environmental issues, and developed a

strong Members project where

cardholders could help develop

meaningful green campaigns of their

own. The campaign is also significant in

the way it networks people together

through live discussions about selecting

the most important issues.

In the U.K., the Astra Flickr

campaign aimed to deliver a

personalized experience that engaged

consumers on an emotional level while

instilling a sense of entertainment and

energy. It shifted car’s brand

perception from middle-of-the-road to

fun and connected. The “Astra Fall in

love with driving again” website was a

departure from the usual automotive

site. Rather than showcasing the USPs

of the vehicle, the site is a piece of

irreverent entertainment showcasing

user-generated content brought to

you by Vauxhall’s Astra. It is branded

entertainment in the truest sense,

and it used Flickr to bring people

together.

So what does this all mean for Digital

Agencies going forward?

Digital is fast-becoming the heart of

brand communications, because it is

at the center of consumers’ media

behavior. Digital agencies are,

therefore, in a strong position, but

to maintain this, they must become

duty-bound to providing a number of

core services.

Paramount is the need to understand

consumers, their behaviors, their

digital usage, how they react, and how

they search.

Remember, the world begins and ends

with the consumer.

The role of the digital strategic thinker

will become increasingly important in the

planning of a brand’s communication,

because in this new age, media has

become the window on the world. It is

within media that the popular trends and

the significant cultural changes can be

seen. And it is also the media that picks

up on these trends, amplifies them and

accelerates the change.

Understanding these trends, and

having insights into consumer habits and

changing behaviors, is crucial today. So

what does a digital agency need to meet

the challenges of Marketing 2.0?

We need creative talent that can

harness the potential of digital for both

brand building and transactional

campaigns. And that these individuals

need to understand technology, as well as

how to use it in breakthrough and

innovative ways.

We need to be at the forefront of

technology, rather than simply reacting to

it. Not only do we need to understand

technology and its impact upon

consumers’ lives and habits, but we must

also be able to translate that

understanding into creative solutions to

individual brand needs.

We need to be able to work positively

and mutually with media companies to

bring the complexity of content assets to

individual consumers.

We need to be able to consistently and

continuously measure our

communications performance through

metrics. This means knowing how to

apply and utilize response data, so that we

can adapt and amend of messaging to

improve ROI. Today, responding to

results and changing messages is a

continuous process.

The new role of the agency is to

bundle all the messages that the

consumers receive-- or ask to receive—in

order to orchestrate the content it delivers

to each individual consumer.

Being digital allows us to manage

thousands of creative assets connected to

thousands of media properties with a

proactive consumer set. It is different, it is

fast and ever changing, it is exciting and it

is a challenge… but a challenge that we

must accept if we are to lead in a the

environment of Marketing 2.0.

Alan Rutherford sees his career as a natural

evolution from media at Ogilvy to FMCG

marketing and communications at Unilever

to digital now at Digitas. He firmly believes

that the digital industry is poised to play the

lead role in advertising and marketing

communication.

Alan Rutherford can be reached at

arutherf@digitas.com.
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More of the world’s marketing attention is

turning to Asia these days, particularly with the

Beijing Olympics around the corner and with

ever-increasing interest in the powerhouses of

China and India. AdAsia, the biennial

gathering of the Asian advertising community

under the organization of AFAA (the Asian

Federation of Advertising Associations), was

held this October in Jeju Island, Korea.

Although a remote locale, Korea is certainly

one of the world’s centers for global brands,

especially in the electronics and automotive

categories.

The event also marked the 50th Anniversary

of the founding of the AdAsia conferences.

One of the individuals who played a role in the

initiation of AdAsia in 1957 was Hideo Yoshida,

then the fourth president of Dentsu, Inc.

Certainly, the presence and sponsorship

appreciation of this event by supporting

Japanese companies —particularly Dentsu, but

also Hakuhodo — was one of the marked

features of this year’s Korea-hosted

conference. Dentsu Night, long a

tradition at AdAsia, reflected a

sensitive cultural balance of both

Japanese and Korean performances.

It was both a generous and

respectful evening,

which underscored how these two important

Asian countries, responsible for many of the

world’s top brands, could mark time to honor

each other and their industry, despite any

competitive realities in the world marketplace.

In an interesting programming decision,

the Jeju organizers did not showcase the

leaders of their Korean branding world.

Instead, they chose two local keynote addresses

that were characterized by innovation. The first,

Ted Chung, President and CEO of the Hyundai

Card talked with uncharacteristic frankness

about his challenges in launching the

successful Hyundai series of credit cards. The

second Korean speaker was not from the

advertising or branding arena, but rather from

the design world. Youngse Kim,

Founder and CEO of INNODESIGN, who

divides his time between Seoul and California,

discussed how in an “all about me” world,

design may be the first step in understanding

the consumer.

However, the key presenters at AdAsia

were top advertising executives from outside of

the region, which suggests that AAFA

continues to see the multinationals from the

U.S. and Europe as leading the overall direction

of the industry. Of these addresses, two were

particularly notable — “Wildfire Brands: Ideas

that Spread and Sell” by Michelle

Kristula-Green, President, Leo Burnett Asia

Pacific and “Creativity” by Jean-Marie Dru,

CEO of TBWA Worldwide.
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Blyk — the new mobile phone network for 16-24 year olds that’s
funded by advertising.

Stikfas — founded in Singapore, these tiny, jointed action figures can
be customized with sticker (or Stikers). A ultimate geek
toy.

Trig — a new community aimed towards musicians, promoters,
producers, artists from all walks of life, as well as a site
for the fans.

Interface Floor — furnishings, green products
Photosynth — from Microsoft Labs is a new way to view photos on a

computer that can analyze pictures for similarities
then display them in a reconstructed three-
dimensions space.

• There is no privileged industry for creativity—i.e., an insurance
account can be treated as creatively as a jeans account.

• Be creative before the creative process begins.

• Big ideas win; good ads don’t.

• Every message can and must be creative.

• Yes! Creativity can sell.

• The interactive world is a world of infinite creativity.

• Never underestimate the importance of simplicity.

Predictions on 2008 Wildfire Brands

Dru’s 7 Points on How to Be Creative

By Michelle Kristula-Green, President — Leo Burnett Asia Pacific

By Jean-Marie Dru, CEO, TBWA Worldwide

The Fox Club London,
46 Clarges Street,
London,W1J 7ER
tel: 020 7495 3656

In the heart of Mayfair you will find one of London’s
best kept secrets,The Fox Club.

This private member’s club is tucked away on Clarges
Street yet just a stone’s throw from Green Park,
Buckingham Palace and an array of exclusive shops.

The Fox offers its members a unique blend of
informal yet professional service...“we look after you!”

For information about membership and rates go to
www.foxclublondon.com.
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D A T A B Y T E S

W
webcasts in conjunction with publishers or

industry associations who take care of the

promotion (often with lead guarantees) and

produce the content in conjunction with the

marketer. Getting your speakers to the top

online webcasting events provides marketers

with a thought leadership platform as well.

What difference will it make to your
marketing?
The benefits of webcasting are directly

related to the main issues faced by b2b

marketers: how to reach decision-makers,

measure marketing results and improve

lead quality. According to the latest

research by Marketingsherpa, decision-

makers are 3x more likely to attend

webcasts at least once a month than

influencers. Furthermore, webcasting is

extremely measurable in terms of attendee

demographics, viewing duration,

interaction via polls and exit surveys.

Compared to offline events, marketers find

webcasts more cost-effective than one-off

face-to-face events, even though both have

their place. From a demand generation

perspective even though webcasting may

have a higher cost per lead than other

online demand generation activities, it

drives quality prospects via the long

engagement with the audience.

I would advocate companies to explore

the multitude of options webcasting provides

and integrate it into their communication

strategies internally and externally. It will

however take commitment, time, good

speakers and content. Nothing comes free,

even when it’s online!

Resources
Professional technology platform providers:

www.brighttalk.com, www.on24.com

Technology providers for internal webcasts:

www.webex.com, www.gotowebinar.com

HanneTuomisto-Inch hails from Helsinki, and is the

Online Communications Director at Banner,

London. She was recently named a 2007 Agency

Innovator by this magazine.

Hanne Tuomisto-Inch can be contacted

at julian.boulding@

hanne.tuomisto-inch@b1.com

solving business problems
via webcasting

B Y H A N N E T U O M I S T O - I N C H

Why is this trend important?
We are living in a knowledge economy

where decision-makers are often struggling

with information overload combined with

time constraints. As a result, marketers are

finding it increasingly more difficult to get

their message through in the midst of all

the noise. One way to overcome the issue

is to provide your prospects with valuable

content, in an interactive and engaging

format via webcasting. The increasing

importance of webcasting is reflected in

its growth: according to the Internet

Research Group (2006), webcasting is set

to grow from a $250 million marker to $1

billion by 2010.

How can they use it?
Webcasting can take multitude of forms

from shorter, on-demand, audio product-led

demos to live, half day, video online

seminars (eSymposiums) with thousands

of attendees. Many marketers produce their

own webcasts for internal training, PR or

installed customer base event purposes.

Others utilise webcasting more as an

outbound lead generation tool by running

Webcasting is set to grow from a $250 million marker
to $1 billion by 2010.”“
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eaca euro effies 2007

AGENCY NETWORK
OFTHEYEAR: GREY
To win the 2007 Agency Network of the Year
Award, Grey EMEA campaigns showed strength
across five separate categories, FMCG, TV,
Consumer Goods, Brand Activation/360°
Integration, Socially Responsible Advertising and
the rarely awarded Long-Term Effectiveness
Award, for campaigns proving effectiveness over a
five year period.

• Winning capaigns include:

• Boss Bottled “Dressing Ritual“

• Boss Range

• Mr Proper “Talking Surfaces”

• Pantene ProV "Setting Colour Alight"

• Valentine's Day: Saying it With Roses

• Fairy Saving Tips

GRAND PRIX:Women’s Dance
Campaign 2006

Title: "Team"
Agency: Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam
City: Amsterdam
Advertiser: Nike
Category: Leisure & Entertainment

GOLD:Women’s Dance
Campaign 2006
Agency: Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam
City: Amsterdam
Advertiser: Nike
Category: Leisure & Entertainment

GOLD: Audi Q7
Agency: Kempertrautmann GmbH
City: Hamburg
Advertiser: Audi
Category: Automotive

GOLD: Adidas +10
Agency: 180
City: Amsterdam
Advertiser: Adidas
Category: Leisure & Entertainment
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NICE IS NICE IN SEPTEMBER FOR PPN DAY

Publicitas Promotion Network (PPN), the world’s largest media
representation company, held its biennial meeting with 120 media
owners at France’s Côte-d'Azur during the third week of
September. Change and transition were the central themes of
the three-day conference.

Photos by Nathalie Oundjian-Gureghian.

(All photo identifications from left.)

1 Nick Edgley, Telegraph Media Group Limited.
2 Neil Jacobsohn , FutureWorld.
3 Yuko Yamazaki, Asahi Shimbun; Fawzia Madni, Times of

India, Shallie Cheng, Publicitas Promotion Network.
4 Delegates enjoying a game of pétanque at Le Park in

Mougins.
5 Tomasz Jozefacki, Agora and Anthony Turner, Publicitas

Promotion Network sign a sales representation agreement
for Agora’s websites, including www.gazeta.pl,
www.gazetawyborcza.pl and www.sport.pl.

6 Eric Laurence, USA Today; Paul Meyer, Publicitas Promotion
Network; Victoria Luck, Publicitas Promotion Network.

7 Grace Palacios and Moritz Wuttke, Publicitas Promotion
Network.

4
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ADASIA MARKS 50TH ANNIVERSARY IN JEJU,
KOREA

The Asian Federation of Advertising Associations (AAFA) held
their biannual conference on the Korean island of Jeju. In his
welcoming remarks to attendees, Mr. Nahm Sang-Jo,
Chairman of the event, explained that Jeju has traditionally
been abundant in three things — wind, rocks and women.
However, Nahm was sure that there had never been so many
advertising people in Jeju at one time since the existence of
the island. AdAsia's theme for 2007 was “Beyond…..,” a word
used as a jumping off point for the future of Asian advertising.

All photo identifications from left:

1 Performer from NANTA, a contemporary Korean
Percussionist Group; Bob Isherwood, Saatchi & Saatchi
and Laurie Hironaka, Burke Hironaka Inc.

2 Gary Wentzel, TBWA\Hakuhodo; Rumi Ezaka,
TBWA\Hakuhodo and Chaipranin Visudipol, TBWA
Thailand.

3 Junji Narita, Hakuhodo; Hirokazu Toda, Hakuhodo Dy
Holdings; Shinichi Muraguchi, Hakuhodo and Ando
Teruhiko, Hakuhodo

4 Fernando Mariano, Multimedia and Byung Ki Son, Joon
Ang Ilbo.

5 Talal Thabet and Shadi Bteddini — both BE International.
6 Sam Balsara, Madison Communications; Ushio Hirasawa,

Hakuhodo and Kayoko Asano, TBWA\Hakuhodo.
7 Japanese and Korean traditional dancers as part of the

Dentsu Night cultural festivities.
8 Tateo Mataki, Chairman & CEO of Dentsu, Inc. welcoming

attendees.
9 Bharat Avalani, Unilever Malaysia and Takayuki Shimizu,

IAA Japan Chapter.

P E O P L E A N D P L A C E S
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"O'ZAPFT IS!" IAA GERMANY CELEBRATES OKTOBERFEST

Munich’s Oktoberfest, now in its 174th year, continues to be the world’s largest
fair. The 17-day event attracts 6 million visitors who consumer 5 million liters
of the specially-brewed Bavarian October beer, characterized as both darker
and stronger than most German beers. Roughly 100 IAA members did their
share of sampling, singing and socializing at "d’ Wiesn"or fairgrounds this year,
thanks so sponsorships provided by BusinessWeek and The Economist.

All photo identifications from left:

1 John Pentin, Newsweek; Paola Hellel and Annabelle Lees—both SKY
NEWS/National Geographic Channel.

2 Declan Moore, National Geographic.
3 Percy Fahrbach, New York Times.
4 Simon Mukerjee, Doremus London and Barbara Schmidt-Ley,

BusinessWeek.
5 Matt Findel-Hawkins, Nikkei Business Publications.
6 Elisabeth Reinhard, Reinhard International and Martina Kniep,

Siemens AG.
7 Sven Anacker, InterMedia Partners and Alexandra Kilpatrick, The

Guardian.
8 Gerrit Rabenstein, GWP Media-Marketing GmbH.
9 Luc Samama, DaVinci Selectwork GmbH.
10 Ursula Erny, ZenithOptimedia and Katrin Grünmeier, phd Frankfurt.

P E O P L E A N D P L A C E S
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ROMANIA HOSTS IAA CONFERENCE ON A
CHANGING EUROPE

Using the Romania Parliament Palace as a spectacular venue, the
International Advertising Association (IAA) chapter in Bucharest
presented a 2-day European Summit entitled “Continuous Change”
in late September. Traian Basescu, Romania’s President and
member of the European Union, provided delegates with opening
remarks.
(All photo identifications from left.)

1 Elisabeth Reinhard, Reinhard International and Steve Garton,
Synovate.

2 Charlie Stopford, Unilever and Takyuki Shimizu, IAA Japan
Chapter.

3 Erich Buxbaum, IAA Europe; Urs Beer, Beer Consulting and
Teodora Tencheva, TBWA Bulgaria.

4 Carolyn Gibson, BBC World.
5 Daniela Krautsack, Magic Moments / a MediaCom Unit and

Lakisk Haltakar, Procter & Gamble.
6 Michael Lee, Lee & Steel/IAA Worldwide, Felix Tartaru, IAA

Romania/ GMP Advertising.
7 Alexandra Olaru , Unilever South Central Europe; Felix Tataru,

GMP Advertising; Diana Flutur, Odyssey Communications and
Irina Iliescu, IAA Romanian Chapter.

8 Jonathan Howlett, BBC World.
9 Pawel Kowalewski, Communication Unlimited — Poland and

Davis Hodge, International Chamber of Commerce Task Force.
10 Tony Saade, Tamim Bteddini, Shadi Bteddini — all BE

International.
11 Solange Montillaud Joyel, United Nations Environment

Program and Jacques Bille, IAA-EU Affairs.
12 Deborah Malone, inter national ist and Santiago Gowland,

Unilever in between two models in Romanian traditional
costumes.
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it’s easy being green in boston
Boston has always been a bit like its favourite sports teams: lovable, but not exactly
No. 1. It is neither America’s largest city nor its warmest, and the visitor might be
tempted to underestimate. But what Boston lacks in jetsettiness its makes up for in
revolutionary spunk, which, (as any sports fan knows) can make an underdog into a
champion, especially when you've got a secret weapon on the team.

www.hubculture.com is in the know on the places where members of the global society stay, eat, shop and play.

B Y S T A N S T A L N A K E R

F
Overview
For a long time, Boston was boxed in by bad
roads and stunning intellect – with so many
colleges and universities (24) in a the metro area,
it has more brain power per foot than anywhere
in the world, making the city feel at times like a
giant campus. Redevelopment in Boston’s core
has transformed the city into a business and tech
haven, and the “big dig’s” recent completion
has brought a new flavour to Beantown. The city
fathers dropped the elevated highways
underground, turning the city into a pedestrian
paradise, and that green edge has become
Boston’s new signature. Now it feels smart and
environmental, which is really appropriate for
today’s greener zeitgeist. Boston’s new green
thumb is that secret weapon, finally giving it the
advantages it needed to break out on the global
scene.

Arrivals
Logan International Airport is mercifully located
across the bay from Boston’s city centre, so flight
arrivals are just a short skip into town in a local
taxi. Since Boston is the last major stop on the
Northeast Atlantic corridor, many folks tend to
arrive by Amtrak (Acela hourly on the :02 o-clock),
which drops you at one of two stations: on the
west side of town or in the central hub at South
Station. South Station is an easy walking distance
from many local attractions, so make sure you hop
off at the last stop of the two when arriving.

Hotels
Boston prides itself on being America’s “Hub” and
is livening up its central core to improve urban
density. Hotels have popped up along the new
Rose Kennedy Greenway, an area that was under
construction for years as they dropped segments
underground to relieve congestion and beautify
the city. It was worth the wait, as a new ribbon of
pedestrian green belt arcs around the business
district and offers easy access to central points.

In this area, the Intercontinental Boston offers a
superb location and waterfront views on a
rejuvenated harbour. It is the easy choice,
especially since it’s a 5 minute walk from South
Station. For the more hip, try the Nine Zero Hotel,
which has beautiful and well-appointed rooms, or
the bargain but tattered Charles Mark Hotel, a
boutique hotel in an old residential offering. It is
good value because it has to be — its not quite
cool enough to be expensive.

Or there is the XV Beacon, which is a bit less
pricey than the Nine Zero but offers just the right
mix of proper Boston crustiness and tech-powered
environmentalism. It’s the freshest of the three,
located on Beacon Hill and fits the new enviro
theme permeating the city.

Dining
Boston is the closest America gets to a stiff upper
lip, so at least one evening should be spent at a
place like Via Matta, which manages a nice
combination of light hearted and elegant. It’s
popular with the celebrity set when in Boston, but
still worth a visit because their Italian food is quite
remarkable.

Taking it down a notch, head to the Fort Point
Landing and the fabulous Barking Crab, a seafood
spot located on the harbour in a setup that can
only be described as Octoberfest meets a
clambake: a dock with a big tent and plastic roll-
down windows, right over the water. Here the beer
comes in plastic cups and the lobster comes with a
bib and a rock to smash it with.

It’s very popular in the summer, and guests
have been known to continue munching happily
as neighbouring dock rats dart about their
business. Normally we wouldn’t recommend a
place with rats running around in front of you,
but somehow its part of the charm, and since the
place has no walls its not like much can be done
about them.

They’re very cute and you can’t see any
paw-prints in the clam chowder at all.

For seafood without the resident rodents, try

B&G Oysters in the south end. This little oyster
bar is swish and features a good crowd with
deliciously paired oysters and wines. Few places
can rattle off the differences between a Maine
oyster, an Oregon rock oyster and a deep water
whatever oyster with such pristine clarity.

Activities
Boston does offer a lot for the visitor — a nice
stroll through Boston Garden can’t be beat on
sunny day, and the brand new Institute of
Contemporary Art offers a breath of fresh air:
cutting edge installations reside in a stunning new
space on the bay.

In the evenings, nothing beats a Boston pub,
and both theHill Tavern on Cambridge Street and
the haute hub 21st Ammendement (near the
State House) deliver hot crowd and fun nights.
For a really good time, hit the Cask & Flagon near
Fenway Park. This most official of baseball pubs is
where everyone goes after a Red Sox game at
Fenway Park. Baseball season may be seasonal,
but the Cask & Flagon is timeless.

Speaking of baseball, let’s not forget a visit to
Fenway Park. Its painted green, small enough to
feel personal, and a spiritual home of baseball.
The Boston Red Sox play in America’s oldest
baseball park nightly in the summer and early
fall, often as the underdog against their arch
rival, the New York Yankees. But the Red Sox
have a lot of spunk, and more often than not,
the grit of loyal ostonian fans spur them toward
a win. Boston is like that: they just love a good
revolution, and can’t help but win. With its new
environmental feel, America’s Irish city is
enjoying an evolved renaissance, a leading a new
green revolution the rest of the U.S. would be
wise to follow.

Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative director of

Hub Culture Ltd., a movement with a suite of activities

focused on content development, private social

networks and global experiences. He can be contacted

at stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com.
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